
Traditional Supply Chain

• Supplier minimums result in excess costs 
and inventory. 

• Long lead times hurt efficiency and  
consistency while making replenishment  
a challenge.

• Without a reliable fleet and sufficient  
number of locations, some suppliers can’t 
provide the level of service you need.

• You receive discounts and special pricing 
through programs with your suppliers.

Supply Chain with Dot

• With no product-line minimums, your distributor can  
add as little as one case of your product to their order. 

• Our two-to-four-day lead time results in  
faster speed to market and efficient  
replenishment.

• We have 13 U.S. locations and a dedicated fleet,  
ensuring we can deliver across the country on time  
and in full.

• Same here—Dot won’t get in the way of your  
relationship and pricing with your suppliers.

Supply Chain: Reimagined
Solving everyday supply chain issues, one case at a time.

You need product to move efficiently from A to B—and sometimes C, D, and E—to develop consistent, quality menu items across 
your establishments. When you partner with Dot Foods, you solve challenges by removing traditional supply chain roadblocks. 

If you’re not using Dot, then you’re missing a piece 
of your supply chain. —Chris Eichfield, District Taco

Connect the Dots
We coordinate with you, your suppliers, and your distributors to get you the products you need, when you need them.
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Meet Chef Tim
Tim Gump brings over 40 years of industry experience to his role 
as corporate chef. He’ll work directly with your culinary team, chefs, 
and research and development department to help you navigate 
our large pantry. By understanding your unique business and 
providing recommendations without bias, Chef Tim will ensure you 
have the product you need.

Reimagine your supply chain. Learn more today by contacting  

your Dot national account manager. 

Our Solutions
DotFoods.com
Our website is your one-stop-shop for viewing product details, checking  
inventory status, ordering samples, and more.

• 125,000+ products from 1,000+ suppliers

• Sample order history, product details, and images to simplify sourcing

• Inventory metrics for Dot warehouses and your distribution network

LTO Management 
With our one-case minimums, weekly deliveries, short lead time, and inbound 
supply chain from suppliers, Dot provides the best solution for executing your 
limited-time offers. 

• Coordination with you, your distributors, and suppliers to maximize  
service levels

• Monitoring of available cases, inventory, and item movement 

• Mitigate risk of obsolete or excess products

Sampling
Order samples from multiple suppliers and product lines on our website and 
get them shipped to you fast.  

• Source 1 case of any item

• Free shipping

• 2-day turnaround


